Magnetic Explorators

Become a force of nature. Pioneer success!

We inspire women to unearth and pioneer
their path of power, to live their luscious
legend, and become forces of nature for
themselves and those around them.
unearth your luscious legend
in our one day workshop
A Magnetic Explorator forges new paths... She is a pioneer that magnetizes what
her soul longs for. She thrives in any circumstance using her Magnetic North Star
as her compass. Her human nature radiates in nourishment from mother nature.

Discover your MAGNETIC North & learn the art of using a compass
FEEL how nature RECHARGES your inner goddess
Clarify and MAGNETIZE your core desires
Map your LUSCIOUS LEGEND
Establish success habits to nurture your LEGACY
Bring AWARENESS to what blocks your success
Practice the art of focused intentions with ARCHERY
Celebrate in COMMUNITY with women pioneering SUCCESS!
Access your Path of Power and IGNITE your confidence
75 minutes from NYC in a private retreat in the Hudson River Valley
Splurge on your divine self and RELAX to the sound of singing bowls
Increase your FUN - join our extended festivities and dinner (5 - 8pm)

Cindy and Suzanne are avid outdoor women who love both
city and country. These adventurous, worldly women inspire
infinite potentials. They love calling out the power in people.
They believe that when the magic of nature is embraced,
women are able to embody their magnificence and create
abundant success which lights the spark for all. It’s their
vision to evolve humanity from their unique path of power.

Praise

“At 72 years young I've been to a lot of retreats in my life, this
one topped them all for learning, laughing, lovely food, and
leaving with a renewed outlook for myself.”
- SG, Upstate, NY
“The combination of empowering activities, delectible food
and diverse, creative and loving women made it wonderful.
The setting was absolutely gorgeous and provided a perfect
backdrop for the group and individual activities.”
- IWT, Manhattan, NY
“Suzanne and Cindy are lovely, spiritual, adventurous souls
who welcomed all the participants with open arms and hearts.
I highly recommend their magic touch to anyone seeking
something new to add to their lives.”
- KD, Long Island, NY

LOCATION & Date
Garrison, NY
Saturday September 26th, 2015
Sat 9:30am - 5pm
5 - 8pm optional festivities and dinner
*Shuttles provided from the train stop to the site.

We bring people to where they feel most alive.
Indulge and feel lit up every day - you’re worth it. Sign up early for the best price.
https://www.facebook.com/MagneticExplorators
Suzanne: suzpearse.dow@gmail.com | Cindy: cindy@cindy-nicole.com

